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Recent typological work in the semantics of gradability has been corroborating the degree-
based approaches, i.e. the ones that rely on degrees as a primitive type 〈d〉 in the semantic
ontology (Beck et al. 2009, Bochnak 2015, although cf. Bowler 2016 on Warlpiri). An alternative
is the family of delineating approaches, which offer ‘degree-free’ semantics and treat gradable
predicates as vague predicates of the regular types (e.g., 〈e, t〉) without recourse to the degree
type (e.g. Klein 1980). In this talk we show novel data on comparatives and measure phrases
in Kunbarlang, a polysynthetic Gunwinyguan language of the northern Australia, that are
problematic for the degree-based semantics. Recent degree-free proposals such as van Rooij
(2011a,b), on the other hand, do not run into the same issues.
The problem. Beck et al. 2009 capture the cross-linguistic variation by offering several param-
eters, such as the availability of gradable predicates (i.e. 〈d, 〈e, t〉〉 etc.) in a given language’s
lexicon (Degree Semantics Parameter, DSP). These parameters form an implicational hierar-
chy that produces an implicational hierarchy of constructions available in a language. For the
reasons of space we focus here just on one fragment of that. The positive setting of the DSP in
a given language L, is prerequisite for the next parameter, Degree Abstraction Parameter
(DAP), which in turn determines whether λ-abstraction over the degrees is possible in the
semantics of L. Thus, if L has the DAP, it necessarily has the DSP. The DSP is responsible for
Difference Comparatives (DiffC; AB is 5cm longer than CD), and the DAP is responsible for
Measure Phrases (MP; AB is 5cm long) and Degree Questions (DegQ; How long is AB? ), among
other constructions. Thus, we do not expect a language that only has MPs but not DiffCs.
However, it turns out that Kunbarlang is exactly such a language.

To express comparison, Kunbarlang utilizes implicit or conjoined comparatives, which is
rather typical for Australia (Stassen 1985, Bobaljik 2012). This strategy is biclausal and involves
a conjunction of two positive, but contrasting statements (1a), or one positive statement and its
negation (1b).
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‘My stick is longer than yours.’ [lit. ‘Your stick is short and mine is long.’]
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‘Bangardi is taller than Ngarridj.’ [lit. ‘Bangardi is tall and Ngarridj is not.’]
There is no way to express a DiffC in Kunbarlang. One can say ‘John has two dogs and Mary

has four’, but not ‘Mary has two more dogs than John.’ Likewise, one can say ‘John is 6ft tall
and Mary 5ft tall’, but not ‘John is one foot taller than Mary.’ On Beck et al.’s (2009) approach,
this is diagnostic of the negative setting of the DSP, i.e. we capture these data by saying that
Kunbarlang does not have type 〈d〉. At the same time, however, Kunbarlang has MPs (2):
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‘She’s not 6 feet tall, no, she’s short, maybe 4 feet.’
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These examples require, under the degree-based analysis, a semantics like (3) with abstraction
on 〈d〉 to enable -kukkarlyung ‘tall’ to compose with a measure phrase (such as 6 feet):
(3) [[kukkarlyung]] = λdλx.Height(x) ≈ d [more traditionally, …≥ d]
We see that the DSP-style analysis, as it stands, is ill-suited for the typology extended

with Kunbarlang data. One apparent solution to the puzzle of MP without DiffC or Explicit
comparison could be to eliminate the comparison operation (i.e. ordering relation) from the met-
alanguage, retaining type 〈d〉 as an available semantic type in Kunbarlang. This move, however,
would be ad hoc and unwarranted, as it makes a strong claim about the cognitive availability of
comparison (an interesting issue in itself, which seems far from being resolved; cf. Wilkinson
& Bradbury 2013 on numerical comparison in Australian context). Worse still, it would not
solve the contradiction between availability of MP and absence of DegQ in Kunbarlang. This
latter point, in our view, attests to a somewhat insufficient granularity of the DSP approach.
The solution. We propose to resolve this issue using scales from the measurement theory.
In this we follow Sassoon (2010) and van Rooij (2011a,b), who employ measurement theory
for analysing gradable predicates. From this point of view, languages vary in which types of
scales are available to them. The lack of explicit comparison, including DiffC, falls out naturally
if Kunbarlang only has nominal scales. These are the least expressive scales that only map
individuals into equivalence classes without any ordering between them. Crucially, while
a nominal scale can capture that 2 and 3 are distinct, it does not allow to specify that 3 is
greater—the desired result. English is different from Kunbarlang in that more complex types of
scales (namely, interval and ratio) are available. ‘Degree-less’ languages like Warlpiri or Washo,
on the other hand, neither have the expressive scales available to them, nor can construct
equivalence classes lexicalized by measure phrases (such asmeter ; cf. Bochnak 2015). In the talk,
we formalize these distinctions showing that the semantics for gradable predicates may be kept
universal with the variation reducible to the different types of scale structures being employed.

The availability in Kunbarlang of MP but not DegQ, we argue, is not a structural but a lexical
matter of lacking a wh-word for querying scale members (probably related to the lack of ‘which’
more generally).
Conclusion. Bochnak (2015) favors Beck et al.’s (2009) DSP as a means of capturing cross-
linguistic variation over the measurement theory-inspired delineation approaches such as
van Rooij (2011a,b). He does so on conceptual grounds: he shows that both kinds of theories
can deal with the data, by adding different abstract machinery to the semantic metalanguage,
but the degree-based solution appears more parsimonious. We have adduced novel data that
extend the current typology and highlight an issue with the implicational hierarchy of Beck
et al. (2009). That leads us to argue that delineation approaches have a considerable advantage
on empirical grounds.
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